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An inflatable ball pit is a joy that you cannot explain unless you 
have actually had the pleasure of diving in. They are inflatable so 
you can easily bounce to your heart’s content amid balls that 
bounce along with you. It also naturally stimulates multiple senses 

in the body and strengthens neural pathways. 

Ball pits are made from soft polyurethane foam, covered with a  
jersey material. The removable and washable cover helps to keep 

it clean, it can be washed in the washing machine in 30°C, 
do not tumble dry.

Playing in ball pit should be always supervised by an adult. 
They are recommended for children over 12 months old.

Cover colour - melange. 

Set includes: ball pit, bag for balls and balls (safe and 
odour-free). Diameter of the balls is 7cm. 

Balls colour variants to choose from:

• white, blue, pink, grey, turquoise 
• white, blue, grey
• white, pink, grey

• white, grey, turquoise 
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Set includes:
- ball pit
- bag for balls 
- safe and odour-free 7cm dimension 
balls, quantity to choose from 
(150, 300, 450)
Ball pit dimensions:
Inlet dimension approx. 80cm
Outlet dimension approx. 90cm
Height approx. 30cm
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Ball Pit dimension 80 cmBall Pit dimension 80 cm



Set includes:
- ball pit
- bag for balls
- safe and odour-free 7cm dimension 
balls, quantity to choose from 
(600, 900, 1200)
Ball pit dimensions :
Inlet dimension approx. 115cm
Outlet dimension approx. 125cm
Height approx. 40cm
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Ball Pit dimension 115cmBall Pit dimension 115cm



Set includes:
- ball pit
- bag for balls
- safe and odour-free 7cm dimension 
balls, quantity to choose from 
(150, 300, 450)
Ball pit dimensions:
Inlet dimension approx. 80 x 80cm
Outlet dimension approx. 90 x 90 cm
Height approx. 30cm
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Ball Pit 80 x 80 cmBall Pit 80 x 80 cm



Set includes:
- ball pit
- bag for balls
- safe and odour-free 7cm dimension 
balls, quantity to choose from 
(600, 900, 1200)
Ball pit dimensions:
Inlet dimension approx. 110 x 110 cm
Outlet dimension approx. 120 x 120 cm
Height approx. 40 cm
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Ball Pit 110 x 110 cmBall Pit 110 x 110 cm



Producer: Velinda 
TTM Trading Services LTD

9B HIGH TOWN ROAD
Luton LU2 0BW 

info@my-velinda.com
www.my-velinda.com 

tel. +44 84 384 963 34




